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At Giving What We Caný we have recently been considering a promising opportunity by which donors may be able
to influence the allocation of large sums of development aidü The Copenhagen Consensus Centre �CCC�ý known
for its research forums on global prioritisationý aims to influence the next round of Millennium Development
Goals via research and public advocacyý beginning now and continuing until the post�MDG process completes in
ÖÔÕÙü The CCC is of particular interest to us as it represents an outstanding example of an organization engaged
in global prioritisation researchü We are by nature highly sympathetic to this researchý which we have relied upon
on many occasionsü In additioný we have done some simple modelling suggesting high levels of cost
effectiveness for further funding of research of this kindü

Given the pressing demands of its current research worký our investigation on this front has been constrained by
the limited time available to the CCC in speaking to usý addressing our concernsý and preparing documentsü
Nonethelessý we believe the information contained in this report will be useful to both members and the general
publicü
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SUMMARY
● The Copenhagen Consensus Centre �CCC� aims to synthesize expert opinion and research in

the fields of development economics and welfare economics to determine which interventions
are most�cost effective in helping the developing worldü They advocate on behalf of their
researchý attempting to influence world leaders to alter aid spending in line with their
conclusionsü They aim to lobby key parties involved in determining the ÖÔÕÙ Millennium
Development Goalsü

● The Millennium Development Goals �MDGs� are set by the United Nations every fifteen years
and provide guidance for the spending of international aid and development assistanceü
These goals have previously included cutting extreme poverty and global hunger by halfü The
process also specifies metrics by which to assess whether targets are metü

● CCC	s plan is to influence the next round of MDGs by �a� involving UN ambassadors in full�day
sessions exploring the results of their cost�benefit analysesý working with them to set
individual prioritiesý �b� doing the same with the NGO community and journalistsý and �c�
reaching out to the public with a website and articles in major publicationsü

● CCC	s case for impact is that �Õ� changes in the MDGs can cause large changes in the
distribution of international aidý �Ö� CCC can recommend goals that predictably deliver better
value for moneyý and �×� CCC will have a good chance of influencing the MDGsü If these claims
are trueý CCC can potentially move billions of dollars to higher�impact causes through their
projectü

● Analysis of QWIDs dataý alongside testimony from NGOs and governmentsý shows that the
MDGs are highly likely to influence a significant share of the total aid budgetü It is also plausible
that there is sufficient variance in the cost�effectiveness of the MDGs that rearranging them
would be impactfulü Finallyý by focusing on cost�effectiveness and evidence�based
prioritisation to a greater extent than othersý CCC has a credible claim to be able to select
better goals than other parties involved in the processü

● CCC	s research is already fully�fundedý but they require more funding to support publicity and
outreachü

● While we are very impressed by the work of the CCCý we have a number of lingering concerns
that keeps us from recommending this project alongside our top�ranked charitiesü We are
concerned that the CCC is spending too much of their time on controversial arguments
challenging the cost�effectiveness of climate change mitigationý that the MDGs might already
come to optimal outcomes without their worký and that CCC experts make overly confident
predictions about the futureü

● Conclusionþ While we commend the work of the CCCý we do not feel that we recommend this
project alongside our top recommended charitiesý such as Against Malaria Foundation or
Project Healthy Childrenü We continue to monitor CCC	s efforts to influence the MDGs and are
prepared to reconsider our recommendation if the concerns noted above prove negligible for
this projectü
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Õ INTRODUCTION
ÕüÕ What are the Millennium Development Goals�

The Millennium Development Goals �MDGs� are a series of goals
designed to guide the allocation of international aid and development
assistanceý set by the United Nations every fifteen yearsü The previous
round of MDGs included goals such as cutting extreme poverty and
global hunger by halfý achieving universal primary educationý
eliminating gender disparity in educationý reducing under�five
mortality by two�thirdsý and reversing the spread of HIV!AIDSü

The next round of MDGs will be in place for another fifteen years ��
between ÖÔÕÚ and ÖÔ×Ôü Given current trendsý the world is projected to spend between �USÖü× trillion to �×üÚ
trillion on development assistance and international aid during this timeü While MDGs are not bindingý they draw
significant attention to particular issues and significantly determine how development aid is spentü

ÕüÖ What is the Copenhagen Consensus Centre�

The Copenhagen Consensus Centre �CCC� was originally conceived and
founded to aggregate expert research in the fields of welfare and
development economics in order to answer the question If we had an
extra �ÙÔ billion to put to good useý which problems should we solve first�
CCC engages in explicit cause prioritizationý determining which causes
are most cost�effective and which should be put on hold until more
funding is availableü After their research is concludedý the CCC engages
in intensive public outreach to ensure their work is read and
implementedü According to the CCCý their past research has influenced

a number of governments and aid organisationsü

CCC is currently coordinating a new round of research from subject expertsý building on their previous work on
global prioritizationü The CCC will take the conclusions delivered by their experts and promote these to
decision�makers involved in the MDGs processü They aim to influence everyone from UN ambassadors to NGOs
and even the general public through a website and op�eds appearing in major newspapersü Their aim is two�foldþ
�Õ� to replace strategies that do not deliver with cost�effective alternatives and �Ö� to increase support for the
practice of guiding decisions of this kind via the use of cost�benefit analysisü

The research is expected to cost �ÔüÜM and is already largely fundedü According to the CCCý associated
promotional activities could cost up to a further �ÕüÖMü These expenses are split across media outreachý
personal outreachý workshopsý and producing websites and other related materialü Key costs are transportý
facilitiesý and wages for staffü These activities could be scaled up if additional funding were to become availableü
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Õü× What Will Happen in the Next MDGs Process�

The process works as followsü A 
High�Level Panel� is
commissioned by the Secretary General of the UNþ the current
Panel is co�chaired by leaders of the UKý Liberiaý and Indonesiaü
The Panel has already released a final report with
recommendations in Mayü It contains a long list of desired
outcomesý including the complete elimination of extreme poverty
and ambitious climate change targetsý but without a strong sense
of priority among the goals specifiedü A large number of other
organisations have begun offering their own viewsý which are
tracked at blogs such as BeyondÖÔÕÙ and PostÖÔÕÙü

At the same timeý the UN Open Working Group on Sustainable
Development Goals and The Leadership Council of the
Sustainable Development Solutions Network have been writing
their own reports on sustainable developmentü Their aim is to
increase concern for sustainability and to use the MDGs to achieve both sustainable development and poverty
reductionü The Open Working Group plans to meet eight times before February ÖÔÕØÿ some of these meetings
having already happenedü

These two components will be used to inform the office of the UN Secretary Generalý but are not binding in any
formü In September ÖÔÕØý the Secretary General will present a report outlining proposals for further
development priorities in the MDGsý with the goal of creating a single agenda for development globallyü This
report will coincide with the �MDGs Special Event	ý which is intended to be a platform for the UN General
Assembly to begin developing a more holistic and comprehensive agendaü

The report then goes on to the UN General Assembly where the actual agenda will be determined throughout
ÖÔÕØ and ÖÔÕÙü This will occur through the Open Working Group in ÖÔÕØ and intergovernmental negotiations in
the General Assembly in ÖÔÕÙü This process is not well understood because the positions of the different groups
have not yet been declaredü We do not yet know what will happen if no consensus within the General Assembly
emergesý and unfortunately do not have any prior experience interpreting UN diplomatic processes of this kindü
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Ö THE CASE IN FAVOUR OF THE PROJECT
ÖüÕ Who We Spoke With

To complete this reportý we spoke with Eric Bickleý St�phane Hallegatte �both worked with CCC on climate
change�ý Prabhat Jha �worked with CCC on infectious disease�ý Holden Karnofsky �GiveWell�ý and Roland
Mathiasson �Executive Vice President of the CCC�ü

Samuel Fankhauserý David Canningý and David Eü Bloom were contacted but did not replyü We have also received
impressions of the CCC	s reputation from discussions with two individuals involved in the UK governmentý who
would prefer not to be identifiedü

ÖüÖ CCC	s Plan

The next round of research conducted by the CCC will focus on identifying those MDG�targets that would yield
the greatest welfare gainsü This research is already fully fundedý with research questions and researchers
currently being chosenü Participants will be drawn primarily from the pool of academics and other experts that
have previously worked with CCCü

The CCC recently surveyed past participants on the following questionsþ

Õü What do you think are the very best targets for the UN to focus on�

Öü What do you think are the targets that the UN should definitely not engage in first�

×ü Could I ask you to write up and send us a couple of paragraphs to a full page on your views
before August Õ�

Responses to these questions will be used to choose the targets to be assessedü GWWC President Toby Ord has
written a proposal outlining his preferred metrics for measuring progress on health and povertyü

In order to achieve its full impactý this research must be publicized and brought to the attention of responsible
parties in the MDG processü CCC intends to take UN ambassadors through a full�day session exploring proposals
and cost�benefit researchý working with them to set prioritiesü They would do the same with the NGO community
and journalistsü Developing and developed world citizens would also be able to weigh in via the press and
internetý suggesting which goals they think should be prioritizedü The bulk of the publicity budget will be spent
on the seminar with UN ambassadorsý USAIDý UK	s DFIDý and events with NGOsý as well as the website for the
general publicü Ideallyý the goal will be to identify those parties most likely to be persuaded by CCC	s arguments
and to focus especial effort on themü The plan is not yet fully specified and could changeü The particular parties
to be targeted have not yet been identifiedü
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Öü× CCC	s Central Case

The CCC	s central claims are that �Õ� changes in the MDGs can
cause large changes in the distribution of international aidý �Ö�
CCC can recommend goals that predictably deliver better value
for moneyý and �×� CCC will have a good chance of influencing the
MDGsü If these claims are trueý then CCC can potentially move
billions of dollars to higher�impact causesü

If the MDGs are poorly chosený trillions of dollars could be spent
on suboptimal programsü By contrastý a proper decision
procedure could select MDGs that would move trillions of dollars
to the world	s best causesü If the claims set out in the foregoing

paragraph are to be believedý additional money spent on the CCC will increase the likelihood that the MDGS are
well�chosenü Plausiblyý the impact of this very large shift in aid spending would be larger than any other
opportunity for doing good presently availableü

Do the MDGs have the opportunity to influence a sufficiently significant share of the total
aid budget�

● The MDGs have already received buy�ins from most key development organizations �ÕÜÝ world
leaders adopted the Millenium Declarationÿ also directly stated buy�in from WHOý World Banký
UNICEFý European Unioný Australiaý Irelandý United Statesý Norwayý New Zealandý Switzerlandý
Japaný Canadaý Icelandý Israelý Singaporeý BRACý Bill and Melinda Gates Foundationý World
Visioný CARE Internationalý M�decins Sans Fronti�resý Ashokaý Clinton Global Initiativeý and
Heifer International�ü

● There is a strong consensus among experts that the MDGs affect a significant share of the aid
budgetü

● Howeverý it is difficult to determine how much of the aid budget is in fact influenced by the
MDGsü There is no good measure of the relevant counterfactualþ iüeüý what would have
happened without the MDGsü

● Note that even if the MDGs themselves failed to influence aid budgets � which we regard as
unlikely � CCC	s research and the resulting promotion could still have a direct impact on
spending choicesý because development organizations will still want quantitative evidence on
which to base their aid decisionsü

● Trends in aid spending show that aid continued to increase rapidly after ÖÔÔÕ and the
distribution of aid shifted to favor more spending in the categories covered by the MDGs
�Sourceþ Spreadsheet of QWIDS data�ü There is a potential concern that shifts in aid spending
could be attributed to disasters like the Indian Ocean Tsunamiý but this is very unlikely
because even five�year change is positive and there is growth in categories not related to
disaster spendingü
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Can CCC research predictably select better goals than others involved in the MDGs�

● A research budget of �ÔüÜM looks relatively small for assessing dozens of possible targetsü
Howeverý academics are willing to write these papers for relatively little moneyü They largely
summarise research that is already complete and publishedü As a resultý the CCC is more of a
�literature review	 or �expert review	 than a compilation of original workü In additioný new
reports can build on existing CCC researchü

● While estimates produced by the CCC have a high degree of uncertaintyý CCC	s estimates are
more evidence�based than those otherwise seen in the post�MDG processý insofar as we can
determine by looking at the High Level Panel report �excepting its references to the CCC�ü This
means that CCC	s estimates are still comparatively better and more usefulý which is what
mattersü

● For those interventions for which less data is availableý the CCC produces what are in effect
�back of the envelope calculations	 informed by expert judgementü A typical instance is the
estimate of the value of further HIV vaccine researchü This is a controversial approach due to
high variance of estimates and the potential for questionable personal judgement to affect
outcomesü This issue is discussed further belowü

● Many of the new goals proposed have not yet been analysed by the CCCü This can make their
results less reliable and is a legitimate concernü We would recommend that the CCC be
cautious in carrying out �budget	 analysis on difficult issuesý where promoting preliminary
results could damage their credibilityü

Concretelyý what kind of changes would the CCC try to generate�

● This is hard to say because the research informing their recommendations is only now being
organisedü

● Howeverý a plausible outcome would be to try to maintain the focus in the current set of goals
on poverty reductioný basic healthý basic education and gender equality and resist these
targets being �watered down	 with new ones that are either unproven or lower in expected
valueü Our conversations gave the impression that CCC would likely be skeptical of further
goals focussed on environmental sustainability that would detract the focus on
poverty�reduction in existing MDGsü

Would rearranging the MDGs actually create an impact�

● It is possible that there isn	t much to be gained by re�arranging the MDGsý because all goals are
equally or near�equally impactful and cost�effectiveü If trueý this would substantially weaken
the case for CCCü

● Howeverý it seems initially implausible that this would be the caseü We already know that there
is a large degree of variation among interventions carried out by existing non�profitsý even
among those particularly focused in the developing world �Sourceþ 
The Moral Imperative
Toward Cost�Effectiveness��ü It seems likely that this is also the case among the MDGsü

● Furthermoreý a direct look at the initial slate of MDGs proposed in the High�Level Panel Report
leads us to expect that they would differ in impact �� for exampleý some goals like reducing
extreme poverty or reducing the global disease burden have very well understood
interventions with lots of room for further aid investmentý whereas other goalsý like increasing
entrepreneurshipý increasing jobs availableý increasing sustainabilityý and increasing justice
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rely on interventions that are significantly less understoodü This is not to say that they are
necessarily less good to targetý only that they could in theory be significantly better or worseü

Does CCC have a credible case that they can influence the MDGs�
While attributions of causality in this area are subject to significant uncertaintyý CCC has been cited as a
significant influence in a variety of aid spending decisionsþ

● The UN High�Level Panel Report already cites the CCC six timesü The work of CCC appears to
inform the document	s rationale for discussing certain interventions
�Sourceþ The High�Level Panel Report�ü

● The InterAction NGO Alliance pledged �ÛÙÔM in nutrition as a result of research from CCC
�Sourceþ Press Release�ü

● The UK Government invested over �ØB in nutritioný citing CCC research
�Sourceþ Government Document�ü

● The 
Zinc Saves Kids� initiative was launched in part based on CCC research
�Sourceþ Zinc Saves Kids website�ü

● The Danish government pledged over �ÕÛÔM to fighting HIV!AIDs as a result of CCC research
�Sourceþ Address by Prime Minister Rasmussen�ü

● The Copenhagen Consensus was featured in Ø× significant newspaper articlesý radio
interviewsý and TV show appearances in ÖÔÕÖ in addition to other lower�level coverage
�Sourceþ Document sent to us by CCC�ü

○ Example Press Appearancesþ Financial Times �May �ÔØ�ý The Economist �Jun �ÔØ�ý TED
Talk �Feb �ÔÙ�ý Foreign Affairs �Mar �ÔÜ�ý Wall Street Journal �Jun �ÔÜ�ý TIME �June �ÔÜ�ý
The Lancet �June �ÔÜ�ý Reteurs �Sep �ÔÝ�ý USA Today �Mar �ÕÕ�ý Slate �Apr �ÕÖ�ý Slate
�May �ÕÖ�ý Huffington Post �Jul �Õ×�

● The Copenhagen Consensus has access to famousý expert academics including BjPrn
Lomborgý Robert Mundellý Nancy Stokeyý Thomas Schellingý Vernon Lü Smithý Finn Eü Kydlandý
Douglass Northý Robert Fogelý and othersü

We asked for evidence that these examples did not merely involve attempts to justify choices that would have
been made regardlessü The CCC pointed out that this evidence was very difficult to supplyý and we did not
consider it worth our time to investigate this issue in greater detailü
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Does CCC have room for more funding� What would the CCC do with
additional funding�

● CCC already has sufficient funding to cover their researchý but additional funding could
produce additional publicity �Sourceþ Conversation with Roland Mathiasson�ü

● Each workshop targeted at world leaders costs around �ÖÔÔK for the venue and flights and
these are not yet funded �Sourceþ Conversation with Roland Mathiasson�ü

● The CCC is pessimistic about fundraising to fill their full publicity budget and is willing to
return money to GWWC donors should they do so
�Sourceþ Conversation with Roland Mathiasson�ü

● A budget of �ÕüÖM is not large relative to the hundreds of peopleý governments and other
organisations in the post�MDG process who could be influencedü

What do we wish we knew�

● Who is going to be most influential in the General Assemblyü

● Whether a significant share of the audience is receptive to cost�effectiveness considerationsü

● Whether the 
inform and leave to decide� approach the CCC plans to use in their workshops
will cause people to choose sensible projects or merely give them ammunition to back their
existing preferencesü

● What goals people are most open to being persuaded on by the CCCü

● What share of their effort will be directed toward climate change�related advocacy specificallyü
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× TWO COMMON CONCERNS

The CCC doesn	t discuss the organizations behind the interventionsý how effective those
organizations might beý and how their context might be different from the actual studiesü
It is true that CCC doesn	t focus on particularý existing organizations that can deliver the aid neededü While this
might pose a problem to individual donors looking for open opportunities to fund projects of this kindý this isn	t
a problem for the actual MDGsý because development would be done by government agenciesü

Presumablyý with the size of the relevant aid budgetý entire organizations could be createdý if necessaryü A real
problem is that the CCC	s research doesn	t put much focus on how much �room for additional funding	 is
available for a given interventioný nor the diminishing returns that would be expected as more resources are
directed to a particular approachü

By focusing too much on cost�effectivenessý CCC risks alienating people and making them
less enthusiastic about the MDGsü
It is possible that people might be less enthusiastic about cost�benefit analysis or the CCC if they find their
favourite cause is not judged to be cost�effectiveü Howeverý this seems like an all�purpose objection to
promoting cost�effective projectsü If we do not believe that cost�effectiveness research is harmful in generalý this
effect cannot dominate on this issueý even if it should give us some reservationsü Furthermoreý it is unlikely that
the CCC could get cost�effectiveness to be the dominant consideration in the MDGsü Nudging the MDGs in the
direction of cost�effectiveness seems unlikely to alienate peopleü
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Ø CONCERNS WE CONSIDER
    MORE SERIOUS
CCC is overly focused on promoting controversial climate change researchü
BjPrn Lomborgý the key figure associated with the CCCý is famous as the author of The Skeptical Environmentalistþ
Measuring the Real State of the Worldü In this booký Lomborg argues that while climate change is a significantý
existingý and man�made problemý it should not be a priority for limited fundingý because reducing greenhouse
gas emissions is not cost�effective relative to other things we could be doing with the moneyý like supplying
micronutrientsü Lomborg has discussed these ideas in many placesý including an NPR Op�Ed and a TED Talkü The
CCC has also published a review of expert opinion in climate economicsý entitled Fix the Climateý where they
prioritize climate interventionsü

Given a lack of consensus in climate economicsý there is nothing the CCC could have said that would be widely
acceptedü In factý it is good that the CCC is attempting a broad comparison of widely differing causesý including
climate changeý even if they can	t settle the question in a satisfactory wayü Howeverý serious concerns have been
raised regarding CCC	s research on climate change and Lomborg	s approach to climate change in generalü
Lomborg has become a controversial figure by widely pushing these conclusionsü There is no clear scientific
consensus one way or another on the accuracy of his viewsý with many academics coming to both Lomborg	s
attack and defenseü

The controversy surrounding climate change would not be a problem except for the fact that CCC seems to have
focused large amounts of energy on this single issueü For exampleý CCC	s monthly newsletters are nearly entirely
devoted to pieces focused on climate changeü The most recent newsletter sent out on ÕÜ July ÖÔÕ×ý had six
storiesý all of which criticised �spending	 on climate changeü Back in ÖÖ Apr ÖÔÕ×ý the entire newsletter was also
devoted to this topicü CCC has published a total of ÛÕ stories in their newsletter since June ÖÔÕÖ and ÙÛ of them
�ÜÔü×¢� have been anti�climate changeü Arguing against climate change efforts also make up two of the past
three CCC research reportsü CCC has noted that climate change was a 
priority� for them in the MDG projectü

It is clear that the focus on climate change reflects media selection bias to some extentü Roland Mathiasson says
that articles on climate change are the only articles that are reliably picked up by big media outletsü CCC have
tried to draw the attention of big media outlets to their recent book RethinkHIVý but were unsuccessfulü Media
attention garnered by discussing climate change can subsequently be leveraged to highlight other issuesü One
example of this phenomenon is the CCC	s collaboration with Slate Magazine which resulted in detailed articles
covering all of the challenge papers released in the CCC	s ÖÔÕÖ round of researchü

Another potential reason to focus on climate change is to bring attention to otherý more cost�effective
interventionsý such as micronutrient supplementationü Howeverý the articles on climate change that we have
been able to access consist solely of discussion of energy policyý only touching on poverty in the context of what
kind of energy people living in poverty might use and how they could benefit from access to coal as a power
sourceü
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Regardless of whether CCC	s own choices or the media are the causeý the focus on climate change will make it
less likely that they will successfully promote an effective range of messages during the MDG processü One would
expect that CCC	s best chance at being influential would be to find the important claim they are most likely to
convince people about at any given momentý and talk about that oneü Because of the large controversy and
range of political issues surrounding the topic of climate changeý this seems unlikely to be the optimal topic on
which to focusü We also would also expect declining returns from repeating the same messageÿ many people
have already made up their minds on climate changeü

Secondlyý there seems to be something wrong with trying to remove the lowest�performing goal rather than
trying to add in a higher�performing goalü Because of high variations in cost�effectivenessý one would expect that
the difference between a low�performing goal and the average goal is much less than the difference between the
average goal and a goal the CCC could be addingü

Thirdlyý there	s a concern that if the CCC cannot get anything other than discussions of climate change into
major publicationsý they won	t be able to use their publicity budget effectively when it comes to lobbying the
publicü

In light of these concernsý we think it would be better to talk more about initiatives that effectively reduce
povertyý even if only as alternatives to climate change spendingü CCC	s research has identified many such
opportunitiesý in micronutrientsý vaccinesý food securityý and biomedical researchü It is a shame these do not get
more coverageü CCC is actually selling itself shortü It has a wide variety of high quality research in many areas
unrelated to climate change that ought to be assigned greater priority in outreachü

There isý howeverý some reason to downplay concerns related to CCC	s focus on climate changeü In the proposed
cost�effectiveness workshops to be done with UN and NGO leadersý the CCC will be guiding a discussion on
prioritization and letting the leaders use CCC research to come to their own conclusionsü Since CCC controls this
processý there wouldn	t be any media selection effects at playü The only risk for these workshops to be
dominated by climate change would be if the CCC specifically intended for this to happenü
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The MDGs process might already come to the optimal outcome
without additional work from CCCü
Not much is known about who will be involved in the settling the MDGs because their finalization is still too far
awayü Howeverý it seems that a lot of those who could potentially be involved already care about reducing
poverty and are focused on cost�effectivenessü Thereforeý the MDGs process might reach sensible conclusions
without CCC	s helpþ the process might independently yield an outcome that is sufficiently good that further
money spent lobbying the MDGs would be better spent elsewhereü

There are some arguments in favour of this viewþ

● CCC	s highly quantitative approach neglects some questionsý such as how much political
support there be would for tackling a given problemý and how much expertise is available to
do soü The whole MDG process may therefore reach different conclusions from the ones we
think are bestý but for good reasonsü

● Compelling research into what works in development is already available from a range of
sources available to delegates such as the World Banký Gates Foundationý and MIT	s Poverty
Action Labü

● Furthermoreý the people more involved with the MDGs may know things that we and the CCC
don	tü In particularý they are in a much better position to understand political and logistic
constraints on proposed interventionsü

CCC is making excessively bold predictions about the futureü
RethinkHIV is a recent book summarizing research by CCC aimed at
prioritizing interventions that prevent HIVü The top recommendation
is to further development into vaccinesü Howeverý this involves
making predictions about the scope of vaccine developmentý the
likelihood that additional research will raise the probability of new
vaccinesý and what the world will look like when a vaccine comes outü

Any of these predictions could be unwarrantedü

James Shanteau found in �Competence in Expertsþ The Role of Task Characteristics� �see also Kahneman and
Klein�s �Conditions for Intuitive Expertiseþ A Failure to Disagree�� that experts perform well when thinking about
static stimuliý when feedback and objective analysis is availableü Furthermoreý experts perform pretty badly
when thinking about dynamic stimuliý where feedback and objective analysis are unavailableü The prediction of
HIV vaccine development is one such area with dynamic stimuli and a lack of feedback and objective analysis ��
exactly where we should expect experts to perform badlyü

Moreoverý experts are likely to have bad incentives when it comes to making these predictionsü Since predictions
in this case are unverifiable for several decadesý it would be very easy for an expert to make a bold claim with the
intention of moving more money into their personal research effortsü Even if it is unlikely that experts would do
this consciouslyý they certainly have a predisposition to make claims favorable to their own researchý and there
is no feedback loop to prevent this from happeningü
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Ù OTHER DOUBTS THAT HAVE BEEN RAISED
It is too unclear how the panel of experts prioritizes causes based on the researchü
While all the papers are written by authors who are experts in their fieldsý it is unclear how the expert panel then
prioritises the researchers	 proposalsü It is often the case that the panel disagrees in their prioritiesý and
sometimes seemingly cost�effective proposals are on the bottom of their rankings without any explanationü For
exampleý  improving family planning was thrown out of the list without any explanation in CC ÖÔÕÖý even though
it had a higher cost�benefit ratio compared to other interventions on the listü

World Bank economist and former CCC contributor Stephane Hallegatte described the expert panel as a 
black
box� when we talked to himü The panel has to take many other things than the stated BCR into considerationý
such as implicit ethical and political preferences and uncertainty in the BCRü This means researchers do not get
feedback from the expert panel and their suggestion was given a particular priority and it	s impossible for the
authors to defend their proposal if the expert panel misunderstood somethingü

Additionallyý it might give the impression that the rankings are far more robust than they actually areý since we
don	t know if particular panel members voiced strong concerns or notü Furthermoreý it is unclear when and if
something was chosen because of doubts about the evidence in some papersý personal �priors	 about what
worksý or implicit ethical and!or political preferencesü All of these are acceptable reasonsý but currently the
public doesn	t get to see themü

The expert panel should be made more transparent by having to justify the order of every item in the rankingü
Furthermoreý feedback loops in the research process should be made tighterý for example by allowing the expert
panel to do a �peer review	 of the topic papers before they are publishedü Reports should be required to feature
literature reviews on the particular topics to check that they are not too far from the views of other expertsü

The justification offered by the CCC is that they want to do the ranking behind closed doors so they can be
completely honest with one anotherü While this is understandableý frank discussions can	t do much good if the
actual content isn	t passed on to those who will have to make decisions about the MDGsü

To their creditý CCC has made progress to fix these difficultiesü Since ÖÔÕÖý their conferences have allowed
researchers to interact with the expert panel and respond to questions at meetings that resemble 
hearings�ü
Furthermoreý CCC argues that the panel of experts is a way to attract the best researchers and media attentioný
rather than something meant to play a pivotal role in the decision processü If the plan is for workshops where
research is presented to UN and NGO leaders and they	re allowed to make their own minds on prioritizationý the
results of the expert panel are less relevantü Unfortunatelyý the media simplifies the message of their researchý
which can give the expert panel more weight than is intended or desiredü
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There are too many steps that are evaluated at too high of a level of uncertainty to know
if CCC is actually going to make an impactý let alone one larger than already outstanding
organizationsü

Each of these steps involves a moderate degree of uncertaintyý
which poses a larger risk for the overall caseü Even if we were ÜÔ¢
sure that each of the four steps would happen and assumed the
steps had independent likelihoods of successý the overall project
would only have a ØÕ¢ chance of successü Thereforeý there	s a
concern that the conjunction fallacy �� or underestimating the
low probability of multiple events occurring �� might lead us to
think the CCC is more likely to be successful than it actually isü

CCC does not consider interaction effects between
different interventionsü
There is little freedom for paper writers to come up with
proposals that contains a mixture of interventionsý instead of
analysing single intervention in isolationü For exampleý the value
of early warning systems might depend on the availability of
transportationý but the CCC researchers are forced to analyse
these issues in isolationü CCC currently does not take this into
accountü

There are already lots of organizations trying to influence the MDGsý
and CCC could get lostü
The Overseas Development Institute is tracking ÖØ× different organizations attempting to lobby the MDGsü While
some of these organizations may not be successful and while some of them might be pushing in the same
directioný many of the organizations have divergent goals and will be spending resources fighting each otherü
This could pull the MDGs in many different waysý swamping CCC	s influenceý regardless of the resources they
have availableü

The expert panel is not sufficiently representativeü
As it currently standsý the CCC panel consists largely of right�wingý whiteý male Americansü Including more
women and economists from other continents will add more perspectives andý more importantlyý credibilityü
This is particularly important when it comes to influencing the MDGsü There may be a risk that policy�makers
from other parts of the world with different ideologies �mainly from left� feel alienated if they are not
representedü The CCC hasý in the pastý been accused of being too conservative and Lomborg has been accused
of stacking the panels in favor of his preferred verdictsü Whether these criticisms are fair or notý they existý and
will reduce CCC	s influenceü Moreoverý additional diversity of viewpoint is a good way to secure against
unconscious biasü
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Ú CONCLUSION
While we commend the work of the CCCý we do not feel that we can recommend this project alongside our top
recommended charitiesý such as Against Malaria Foundation or Project Healthy Childrenü Howeverý we favour a
�wait and see	 attitudeü As notedý this project is only now getting off the groundü We do not yet know what CCC	s
recommendations will be and have limited information about their proposed media strategyü We cannot say with
very much confidence to what extent climate change is likely to figure as a focus for advocacyý nor to what extent
the CCC	s recommendations will diverge significantly from those otherwise favoured by the MDGs processü We
continue to monitor CCC	s efforts to influence the MDGs and are prepared to reconsider our recommendation if
the concerns raised in this report prove negligible for this projectü
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APPENDIXþ GIVEWELL	S VIEW
GWWC spoke with Holden Karnofskyý co�founder of GiveWellý to ascertain his view on this projectü The audio can
be downloaded hereü Although he had not studied the specifics of the MDG process or CCC	s business planý
Holden	s overall attitude was one of pessimismü His primary concerns are discussed below �note that this is our
summaryÿ we take responsibility for any divergence from what is said in the audio�þ

Holden	s Comments

● Holden has previously reviewed CCC	s operationsþ

○ CCC is one of the only groups making any attempt to rank interventions against
othersü

○ Early oný GiveWell thought CCC was promising as a basis to inform GiveWell	s
cost�effectiveness recommendationsü Howeverý GiveWell eventually relied very little
on CCC	s workü

○ The key concern is that CCC provides 
back of the envelope� calculations with explicit
cost�effectiveness estimatesü GiveWell believes that estimates of this kind are too
unreliable to be usefulü

● CCC needs to provide further elaboration on the robustness of their calculationsü

● CCC does not carry out regression to the meaný which is of especial importance in 
back of the
envelope� calculationsü

● CCC does not discuss the organizations carrying out the interventions they assessý how
effective those organizations might beý and how their context might differ from interventions
examined in published studiesü

● CCC is making excessively bold predictions about the future �such as expecting a vaccine for
HIV in ÖÔ�ØÔ years�ü

● Experts have bad incentivesý especially when predicting the futureü

● It is not clear there is an audience in the General Assembly that can be swayed by CCC	s
advocacy effortsü
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● CCC might not bring anything extra to the table because the MDGs are already focused on
reducing poverty to the greatest extent possibleý as well as on cost�effectivenessü Many groupsý
notably the World Banký can provide better advice on these topicsü

● The MDGs are largely aspirational and insufficiently concreteü

● CCC risks reducing support for the MDGsü

● It is too difficult to evaluate all the steps needed to see if CCC makes a differenceü

Copenhagen Consensus Centre	s Response
As a courtesyý the audio of this conversation was forwarded to the CCC in order to provide feedbackü We did not
expect to receive a responseý and to the best of our knowledge none has been offeredü

Rob Wiblin	s Response
GiveWell	s disdain for �back of the envelope	 cost�effectiveness estimates is an unusual positioný with which a
large number of people engaged in cost�benefit analysis disagreeü Ultimatelyý we still need estimates of impact
to guide decisions about what to include in the MDGsý and these do not appear to be obtainable by other meansü
This remains true for speculative targets or methodsü Insofar as the CCC can	t provide constructive advice on a
questioný this suggests that any decision made on that issue independent of their recommendations is likely to
be quite poorü

While the wholesale adoption of their recommendations could do harm by neglecting other important
considerationsý CCC is likely to have a modest impact in cases where they are found to be convincingü

I find it implausible that there is no audience for their recommendationsü Options include

● Recipient countries who don	t know which targets would help the mostü

● NGOs or developing countries who want to reduce poverty and would change their advocacy in
response to evidenceü

● Countries with no strong opinion or agenda to pursue on this issueü
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